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Abstract
The mission of the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) is the demonstration of the physics basis required
to extrapolate to the next steps for the spherical torus (ST), such as a plasma facing component test facility (NHTX)
or an ST based component test facility (ST-CTF), and to support ITER. Key issues for the ST are transport, and
steady state high β operation. To better understand electron transport, a new high-k scattering diagnostic was used
extensively to investigate electron gyro-scale fluctuations with varying electron temperature gradient scale length.
Results from n = 3 braking studies are consistent with the flow shear dependence of ion transport. New results
from electron Bernstein wave emission measurements from plasmas with lithium wall coating applied indicate
transmission efficiencies near 70% in H-mode as a result of reduced collisionality. Improved coupling of high
harmonic fast-waves has been achieved by reducing the edge density relative to the critical density for surface
wave coupling. In order to achieve high bootstrap current fraction, future ST designs envision running at very high
elongation. Plasmas have been maintained on NSTX at very low internal inductance li ∼ 0.4 with strong shaping
(κ ∼ 2.7, δ ∼ 0.8) with βN approaching the with-wall β-limit for several energy confinement times. By operating
at lower collisionality in this regime, NSTX has achieved record non-inductive current drive fraction fNI ∼ 71%.
Instabilities driven by super-Alfvénic ions will be an important issue for all burning plasmas, including ITER. Fast
ions from NBI on NSTX are super-Alfvénic. Linear toroidal Alfvén eigenmode thresholds and appreciable fast
ion loss during multi-mode bursts are measured and these results are compared with theory. The impact of n > 1
error fields on stability is an important result for ITER. Resistive wall mode/resonant field amplification feedback
combined with n = 3 error field control was used on NSTX to maintain plasma rotation with β above the no-wall
limit. Other highlights are results of lithium coating experiments, momentum confinement studies, scrape-off layer
width scaling, demonstration of divertor heat load mitigation in strongly shaped plasmas and coupling of coaxial
helicity injection plasmas to ohmic heating ramp-up. These results advance the ST towards next step fusion energy
devices such as NHTX and ST-CTF.

PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa, 52.50.Gj, 52.25.Fi, 52.35.Ra, 52.50.Qt

1. Introduction

The spherical torus (ST) concept [1] has been proposed as a
potential fusion reactor [2] as well as a component test facility
(ST-CTF) [3]. The National Spherical Torus Experiment
(NSTX) [4], which has been in operation since 1999, has

as its primary mission element to understand and utilize the
advantages of the ST configuration by establishing attractive
ST operating scenarios and configurations—in particular,
high-β, steady state scenarios with good confinement. As
an additional mission element, NSTX exploits its unique
capabilities to complement the established tokamak database
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and thereby supports ITER by expanding the breadth of the
range of operating parameters such as lower A, very high β,
high vfast/vAlfvén, as well as other important plasma parameters.
This broader range of experience helps clarify uncertainties in
extrapolating to ITER by removing existing degeneracies in
physics scalings. The third main element of the NSTX mission
is to understand the physics properties of the ST, brought about
by operating in this unique regime. Understanding the physics
of the ST provides the basic framework for success with the
first two mission elements described above.

With the mission elements described above as a guide
for determining research priorities, the NSTX program is
organized according to basic science topics which will be
covered in the following sections: section 2—transport and
turbulence physics, section 3—boundary physics, section 4—
MHD physics, section 5—waves physics, section 6—
fast particle physics, section 7—solenoid-free startup, and
section 8—advanced scenarios and control. This paper will
describe progress in each of these areas over the 2007–2008
period, following these topical divisions. Also, this period
saw the execution of experiments done in response to explicit
ITER requests for data which are direct inputs to the design
review process. These topics are covered in the final section,
section 9—research in direct support of ITER, just before the
summary.

2. Transport and turbulence physics

2.1. Electron energy transport

The cause of anomalous electron energy transport in toroidal
confinement devices is still an outstanding issue. There
are numerous examples of potential explanations of this
important phenomenon in the literature (see, e.g. [5–7])
invoking differing turbulent processes. However, due to the
fundamental difficulty of measuring turbulence on the electron
length scale, the experimental data to test these theories have
been absent. Because of its relatively low magnetic field and
high plasma temperature, both of which tend to increase the
scale length of the electron gyro-scale turbulence, the ST is
in many ways an ideal configuration on which to carry out
research on the important topic of electron turbulent energy
transport.

To facilitate this research, a microwave scattering
diagnostic has been developed and deployed on NSTX. The
system is capable of a spatial resolution of ±2.5 cm together
with a wave number resolution of ±1 cm−1, measuring
predominantly kr in the range from 2 to 24 cm−1 [8]. By
using steerable optics nearly the entire plasma minor radius can
be sampled. Dedicated scans which measured the fluctuation
amplitude as a function of both kr and minor radius were
performed in a variety of plasma conditions.

An illustrative example, which was originally published
in [9] and appears in more detail in [10], is shown in the
top frame of figure 1. Shown are the electron temperature
profiles and the frequency spectra of the fluctuations with
kr ∼ 11 cm−1, corresponding to k⊥ρe ∼ 0.25 at two times
in a discharge during and after the application of 1.6 MW of
electron heating power from the NSTX high harmonic fast
wave (HHFW) system. The high-k scattering volume was set

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) The electron temperature profiles for two shots with
strongly varying LTe and (b) the spectral power density of
fluctuations with k⊥ = 11 cm−1.

at the inflection point of the electron temperature profile as
indicated by the blue band in the figure. For this particular
discharge, the variation of the electron temperature gradient
(ETG) scale length LTe ≡ Te(dTe/dr)−1 was from 15 cm
(red) to 50 cm (black). The measured spectral density for
k⊥ = 11 cm−1, shown in the second panel of figure 1, shows
a much higher fluctuation amplitude for large values of the
normalized inverse temperature gradient scale length R/LTe .
Negative frequencies in the figure correspond to fluctuations
propagating in the electron direction.

To gain insight into the origin of the observed fluctuation
spectrum, a linear version of the GS2 stability code [11] was
used to obtain the normalized critical gradient (R/LTe)crit

for the onset of the ETG instability. This code solves
the gyro-kinetic Vlasov–Maxwell equations, including both
passing and trapped particles, electromagnetic effects and a
Lorentz collision operator. The results are shown in figure 2,
where the critical gradient is compared with the measured
normalized temperature gradient R/LTe for the case of figure 1.
Also shown in the figure is the critical gradient scale length
according to the relation described in [12]. From this, we
conclude that the ETG mode is indeed unstable over most
of the RF pulse where the ETG is greater than the critical
gradient.

2.2. Ion energy transport

Because of its low magnetic field and strong uni-directional
neutral beam heating, NSTX operates with very high levels of
E × B flow shear with γE×B ∼ 1 MHz, which is up to five
times larger than the typical value of the maximum growth rate
of ion temperature gradient (ITG) modes [13] as calculated
by the GS2 code. This means that for these cases we expect
turbulence on the ion scale length to be suppressed and that
transport physics will be determined by other phenomena.

To test the hypothesis that ion turbulent transport is
suppressed an experiment was performed using the n = 3
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) The time evolution of measured gradient R/LTe

(squares) and GS2 critical gradient (R/LTe )crit for the onset of the
ETG mode (triangles). The dashed line is the critical gradient
from [12] and (b) the time history of the spectral power density of
fluctuations with k⊥ρe = 0.2–0.4 at R = 1.2 m. Negative
frequencies correspond to wave propagation in the electron
diamagnetic direction.

non-resonant braking capability [14] available on NSTX.
A predominantly n = 3 error field (EF) is applied to the
plasma using the NSTX non-axisymmetric coils, which has
the effect of reducing the edge plasma rotation and creating a
region of low velocity shear. The ion thermal diffusivity was
determined using the TRANSP code [15] based on magnetic
plasma reconstructions and the data from the entire NSTX
profile dataset (Te, ne from Thomson scattering at 30 radial
points and 16 ms temporal resolution, Ti, ni from charge
exchange recombination spectroscopy at 51 radial points with
10 ms temporal resolution and Bθ/Bφ from motional Stark-
effect polarimetry with 16 radial points and 10 ms temporal
resolution).

Shown in figure 3 are the results from the above analysis
for a series of discharges for which the n = 3 braking current
was varied from 0 A (green) to 500 A (blue), to 800 A (red).
Also shown in the figure is the measured velocity shear profile
for each of the discharges. It can be seen that in the outer
region of the profile the ion diffusivity increases as the velocity
shear decreases, with good spatial correlation between the
measured change in velocity and the reduced confinement.
These observations are consistent with the conclusion that
the turbulence-driven ion energy loss goes from sub-dominant
(χi ∼ χineo ) to dominant (4× neoclassical diffusivity) as the
velocity shear is reduced.

2.3. Momentum transport

Because of the importance of E × B shear in stabilizing
instabilities over the k⊥ρi ∼ 1 range of wavelengths, it is
important to understand the mechanisms that determine the
transport of momentum in toroidal devices. In the regime
of reduced ion-scale turbulence, it is still possible to infer
the effect of the residual turbulence on transport by studying
the transport of momentum. This is because, whereas the
neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity is large compared with the

calculated turbulent ion thermal diffusivity, the neoclassical
momentum transport is negligible in comparison with the
residual turbulent transport of momentum. Shown in figure 4
are the measured and calculated neoclassical momentum and
thermal diffusivities as determined by the TRANSP and
GTC-Neo codes, respectively [16]. This result indicates that
the primary driver for the momentum transport on NSTX is
something other than neoclassical transport. Momentum pinch
velocities have also been shown to be consistent with residual
low-k turbulence drive [17, 18].

3. Boundary physics

3.1. Lithium wall coating

In 2007, the lithium evaporator (LITER) previously employed
on NSTX [19] was upgraded to allow a higher operating
temperature and thereby allow higher evaporation rates. The
reservoir and the exit duct were also enlarged and re-aimed to
optimize the deposition geometry. Lithium deposition rates
up to about 60 mg min−1 were used and the amount of lithium
applied prior to a discharge ranged from a few milligrams to
over 2 g, with a total of 93 g of lithium being evaporated during
the year. The improved lithium deposition rate allowed for the
routine application of lithium between discharges, permitting
for the first time the accumulation of a statistical database
showing the effect of lithium coatings on confinement. The
average relative increase in the electron stored energy due to
lithium was observed to be ∼44%.

In 2008, the lithium evaporator system was further
expanded [20] to include a second LITER to provide more
complete coverage of the divertor since the pumping effect of
lithium is proportional to the surface coverage. The improved
lithium coverage led to a further increase in the observed
confinement improvement. For reference discharges, the
average relative increase in electron stored energy with the
dual LITER was 44%, nearly double that achieved with a single
LITER. As was the case in 2007, the bulk of the increase in
total plasma stored energy was in the electron channel. The
electron stored energy plotted versus the total stored energy is
shown in figure 5. The addition of the second evaporator also
enabled the development of an operational scenario that did
not rely on helium discharge cleaning. The no-glow scenario
decreased the time between plasma discharges and reduced
helium contamination in subsequent discharges.

Another important effect of the application of lithium
coatings was the reliable transition to edge localized mode
(ELM)-free H-mode. This effect is illustrated in figure 6.
The figure begins with a plasma discharge which preceded
the application of lithium, followed by data from a series of
discharges with increasing levels of lithium deposition. The
steady increase in the duration of the ELM-free periods as the
lithium coating is increased is apparent. With thicker coatings
yet, ELMs are suppressed entirely. It should be pointed out
that the discharge subsequently suffers from the often observed
impurity accumulation associated with ELM-free operation.

3.2. Scrape-off layer (SOL) width scaling

Owing to geometric factors and generally high power density
as characterized by the parameter P/R, the outer divertor peak
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) The measured ion thermal diffusivity and (b) the measured velocity shear varying the applied n = 3 braking torque with
braking coil currents of (1) 0 A (green), (2) 500 A (blue) and (3) 800 A (red).

Figure 4. The measured ion thermal and momentum diffusivity
compared with that predicted by GTC-Neo [16].

Figure 5. The increase in electron thermal stored energy plotted
versus total plasma stored energy for data from standard reference
discharges in 2008.

heat flux in excess of 10 MW m−2 has been measured in NSTX
[21]. While this high heat flux has been handled both through
active puffing for divertor detachment [22] and shaping to
increase the divertor footprint [23, 24], future machine design

Figure 6. The suppression of ELMs after a sequence of shots with
steady application of lithium, with the amount of applied lithium
increasing from the top frame to the bottom frame.

requires an estimate of the unmitigated heat flux to assess the
operating space limitations. To reliably project forward to
next step devices, an understanding of the processes that set
the target plate heat flux footprint is needed.

We have examined the ratio of SOL widths (projected
to the outer midplane) and found the ratio of λTe/λq to
be consistent with parallel electron conduction being the
dominant SOL heat transport mechanism on the open field
lines in the near SOL [25]. Here we define the temperature
SOL width λTe to be the scale length of the temperature
profile as determined from an exponential fit to the temperature
profile data obtained using a reciprocating Langmuir probe
near the midplane, and the power SOL width λq to be the
scale length from an exponential function fit to data taken
with an infra-red camera focussed on the divertor and then
mapped to the midplane. From the parallel power balance
equation, λTe/λq = 7/2 is expected if electron conduction
dominates the heat transport. In the near SOL, λTe/λq ∼ 2.6
has been measured in type V ELMy H-mode discharges (and
up to 3 in ELM-free H-mode), with λTe obtained from a fast
reciprocating probe and λq from IR camera data mapped to the
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Figure 7. The measured values of λTe and λq as determined from
reciprocating probe data and IR camera data.

magnetic midplane, with both profiles fit to simple exponential
functions (panels (a) and (b) in figure 7). It is noted that
use of offset exponential fitting functions both changes the
measured λTe ∼ 1.8, as well as the theoretical λTe ∼ 2.2,
owing to proper substitution of the radial profile form back
into the parallel power balance equation [25]. In the far
SOL, very broad SOL widths are measured, characteristic of
neither conduction limited nor sheath limited heat transport.
In addition, the SOL widths are seen to narrow significantly
with plasma current [26, 27].

3.3. Divertor heat flux reduction

Experiments conducted in high-performance H-mode dis-
charges demonstrated that significant reduction of the divertor
peak heat flux, qpk, and access to detachment occurs naturally
in a highly-shaped ST. Because of the high poloidal magnetic
flux expansion factor, fM, between the midplane SOL and the
divertor plate strike point (fM ∼ 18–26) and higher SOL area
expansion, the divertor particle and heat fluxes are much lower
in the highly-shaped plasmas than in similar plasmas with
lower shaping parameters [24]. In addition, the higher radia-
tive plasma volume and the plasma plugging effect, counterbal-
ancing the open configuration of the NSTX divertor, facilitate
access to the radiative divertor regime with reduced heat
flux.

Steady-state measurements of divertor peak heat flux
in NSTX showed that qpk increases monotonically with
NBI heating power and plasma current [26] due to the
corresponding increase in the power fraction flowing into the
SOL and the decrease in the connection length (proportional
to q). Access to the partially detached divertor (PDD)
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Figure 8. A reference 6 MW, 1.0 MA discharge (black) and a PDD
(red) (a) plasma current, NBI power, and line-averaged density,
(b) plasma stored energy, (c) radiated power and (d) divertor heat
flux profiles at specified times for the two discharges.

regime was demonstrated in 1.0–1.2 MA, 6 MW NBI-heated
discharges using additional divertor deuterium injection.
These discharges represent the most challenging case for
divertor heat flux mitigation in NSTX as qpk in the range
6–12 MW m−2 is routinely measured. A partial detachment of
the outer strike point was induced at several gas puffing rates
in 6 MW, 1.0 MA discharges while good core confinement and
pedestal characteristics were maintained, as shown in figure 8.
Steady-state heat flux reduction in 6 MW, 1.2 MA discharges
from 4–10 to 1.5–3 MW m−2 required higher gas puffing
rates. While core plasma confinement properties were not
degraded, β-limit related disruptive magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) activity reduced the pulse length by 10–15%. The
partial outer strike point detachment was evidenced by a
30–60% increase in divertor plasma radiation, a peak heat
flux reduction up to 60%, measured in a 10 cm radial zone
adjacent to the strike point, a 30–80% increase in divertor
neutral compression and a reduction in ion flux to the plate.
Divertor plasma density increased to 3–4 × 1020 m−3 and a
significant volume recombination rate increase in the PDD
zone was measured. At higher gas puffing rates, an X-point
MARFE was formed suggesting that further radiative divertor
regime optimization in NSTX would require active divertor
pumping [28].
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4. MHD physics

4.1. EFs and resonant field amplification/resistive wall mode
(RFA/RWM) control

At high β, correction of non-axisymmetric field errors can
aid sustainment of high toroidal rotation needed for passive
(rotational) stabilization of the n = 1 RWM and/or suppression
of the n = 1 RFA. In 2006, algorithms were developed
to correct for a toroidal field (TF) EF that results from the
motion of the TF coil induced by an electromagnetic interaction
between the ohmic heating (OH) and TF coils [29]. In
2007 significant emphasis was placed on utilizing improved
mode detection to better identify and control the RFA/RWM
and more complete understanding of the intrinsic EF. The
improved RFA/RWM control used the full complement of
in-vessel poloidal field sensors for mode identification, and
optimized the relative phase of the upper and lower sensors
to best discriminate between n = 1 and n > 1 fields.
Improved detection increases the signal to noise, improves
mode detection during any mode deformation, and allows
for increased proportional gain during feedback-controlled
RFA/RWM. In fact, in 2007, using optimized Bp sensors in
the control system allowed feedback to provide all of the
n = 1 EF correction at high beta, whereas previous n = 1
EF correction required an a priori estimate of intrinsic EF.
To train the RFA/RWM control system, an n = 1 EF was
purposely applied to reduce the plasma rotation and destabilize
the n = 1 RWM. Then, phase scans were performed to find the
corrective feedback phase that reduced the purposely applied
EF currents. The gain was then increased until the applied EF
currents were nearly completely nulled and plasma stability
restored.

Beyond n = 1 EFs, n = 3 EFs were found to be important
in NSTX, particularly at high βN ≡ βtaBt/Ip. In experiments
that varied the polarity and amplitude of an applied n = 3
EF, plasma pulse-lengths varied by as much as a factor of 2
depending on n = 3 polarity. It is noteworthy that n > 1
EFs are not commonly addressed in present devices, or in
future devices such as ITER. Interestingly, n = 2 fields
were also investigated but within detection limits all phases of
applied n = 2 field were found to be deleterious to plasma
performance, indicating that NSTX does not benefit from
n = 2 error correction.

At the end of 2007, n = 1 RFA suppression was
combined with the n = 3 EF correction. The scenario was
so successful that it was widely utilized in 2008 to improve
plasma operations. The application of both n = 3 correction
and n = 1 RFA/RWM control has enabled the maintenance of
plasma rotation at high-β throughout the plasma discharge. As
can be seen in figure 9, the plasma rotation profile is maintained
throughout the period that CHERS data are available. βN ∼
5(%m T MA−1) is maintained for 3–4τCR, and the plasma
current flat-top is 1.6 s, an ST record at this current level.
Previously long pulse discharges at high-β were limited by
a slow degradation of rotation in the plasma core with the
eventual onset of either a saturated internal kink mode [30] or
an RWM [31].

Figure 9. The measured plasma rotation at various radii plotted
versus time during a discharge that utilized combined n = 3 EF
correction and n = 1 RFA suppression. The plasma rotation is
maintained for the duration of the discharge.

4.2. RWMs and neoclassical toroidal viscosity (NTV)

NSTX has demonstrated the stabilization of the RWM [32]
by using non-resonant n = 3 magnetic braking [14] to
slow plasma rotation below the critical rotation for stabilizing
the RWM, and then stabilizing the plasma using n = 1
feedback. Recent experiments have probed the relationship
between rotation and RWM stability. The results show greater
complexity of the critical rotation, ωcrit , for RWM stabilization
than can be explained by simple RWM models. Recent
analysis looking at more complete theory of RWM stability
[33] has had initial success in explaining observations. The
theory includes the effects of kinetic interactions between the
mode and the precession of trapped ions. Initial investigations
as to whether this more complete theory can explain the physics
of the observed RWM stability thresholds on NSTX have
shown correct scalings of the mode onset with collisionality
and rotation and have predicted the onset of instability under
varying plasma conditions, as discussed in [34].

In addition, experiments investigating the physics of NTV
[35] have been extended to study the effects of predominantly
n = 2 applied fields. As expected, the n = 2 fields slow the
plasma over a wider radial extent due to the slower fall-off
the radial eigenfunction of the applied perturbation. Another
advantage of the n = 2 braking study is that the toroidal
spectrum of the applied field for this configuration has a very
low n = 1 field component. The low n = 1 component
eliminates any issue of resonant damping being the cause of
the observed rotation reduction. Another series of experiments
examined the collisionality dependence of the braking torque
and found that, as Ti was raised by the application of lithium
coating, the braking torque increased. The increase in torque
was observed to scale as TNTV ∼ T

5/2
i , consistent with the

predictions of theory [14, 34, 35].

4.3. The effect of rotation on neoclassical tearing modes
(NTMs)

Plasma rotation and/or rotation shear are believed to play
important roles in determining the stability of NTMs [36].
Results from DIII-D using mixed co/counter balance show that
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Figure 10. The variation of the magnitude of the bootstrap drive
term for the NTM with (a) plasma rotation frequency q = 2 and
(b) local rotational shear at q = 2.

for the 3/2 mode, the saturated m/n = 3/2 neoclassical islands
are larger when the rotation shear is reduced. Furthermore,
the onset βN for the 2/1 mode is lower at reduced rotation and
rotation shear.

Experiments in NSTX [37] have studied the onset
conditions for the 2/1 mode, as a function of rotation and
rotation shear, where n = 3 magnetic braking has been utilized
to slow rotation. By studying many discharges with a range
of braking levels and injection torques, a wide variety of
points in rotation/rotation shear space have been achieved.
Additionally, all NTM relevant quantities, such as the rotation
shear and bootstrap drive for the mode, have been evaluated
using correct low aspect ratio formulations.

The results of this investigation are shown in figure 10,
where the bootstrap drive at NTM onset is plotted against (a)
plasma rotation frequency at q = 2, and (b) local rotation
shear at q = 2; larger values of drive at mode onset imply
increased stability. The colour scheme is related to the
triggering mechanism: the modes are observed to be triggered
by energetic particle modes (EPMs, orange points), ELMs
(blue points), or in some cases grow without a trigger (purple
points). Considering frame (a), there is no clear trend in
the onset threshold with rotation, either within each trigger
type or considering all of the points as a group. This is in
contrast to the data in (b), where the onset NTM drive is plotted
against the rotation shear at q = 2. The entire set of points
shows increasing drive required at larger local flow shear.

Furthermore, the coloured lines show that within each trigger
type, the onset threshold depends on the local rotation shear,
with EPMs triggering the modes at the lowest drive, ELMs at
intermediate levels and the trigger-less NTM occurring at the
largest bootstrap drive. These and other NSTX results, coupled
to DIII-D measurements, indicate that sheared rotation and
its synergistic coupling to magnetic shear can strongly affect
tearing mode stability.

5. Wave physics

5.1. HHFW heating

The NSTX HHFW system is capable of delivering 6 MW of
30 MHz heating power through a 12 strap antenna which can
excite waves with 3.5 m−1 < |k‖| < 14 m−1. Substantial
progress was made on understanding coupling of HHFW to
achieve efficient electron heating. The improved coupling
efficiency is associated with controlling the edge plasma
density to below the critical density for coupling to surface
waves (where necrit ∼ B × k2

‖/ω) [39]. Coupling control
has been accomplished by both (a) reducing the edge plasma
density and (b) increasing the critical density for surface wave
coupling by operating at higher TF. Scaling of the heating
efficiency shows good agreement with nantenna < ncrit as the
relevant criterion. This is an important issue for ITER, because
the ITER ICRH antenna is designed to run with relatively low
k‖, implying a low ncrit ∼ 1.4 × 1018 m−3.

After extensive wall conditioning which included lithium
evaporation, HHFW heating in deuterium plasmas, for which
control of the density had been more difficult than for helium
plasmas, was as successful as that for helium plasmas [38].

Central electron temperatures of 5 keV have been achieved
in both He and D plasmas with the application of 3.1 MW
HHFW at k‖ = −14 m−1, and at a toroidal magnetic field
of Bt = 0.55 T, as shown in figures 11(a) and (b). These
high heating efficiency results were obtained by keeping
the edge density of the plasma below the critical density
for perpendicular wave propagation for the chosen antenna
toroidal wavenumber, presumably thereby reducing the wave
fields at the edge of the plasma and the edge RF power
losses [39]. The edge losses at the lower antenna phasings
(longer toroidal wavelengths) are the hardest to control but a
phase scan in deuterium has shown efficient heating down to
the antenna phase of k‖ = −7 m−1 [38, 40] and significant
heating has been obtained in deuterium at k‖ = −3.5 m−1 for
the first time [40].

Advanced RF modelling of the HHFW wave propagation
in NSTX shows that the waves propagate at a significant angle
to the normal to the TF in entering the plasma, which also
can enhance the interaction of the fields with the antenna
and wall structures. These modelling results also predict
very high single pass damping in the NSTX plasma [40], so
that if the initial interaction with the antenna and wall can
be suppressed by placing the onset density for perpendicular
propagation away from these structures, very low edge loss
will occur resulting in high heating efficiency. This makes the
NSTX plasma an ideal test-bed for benchmarking models in
advanced codes for RF power loss in the vicinity of the antenna
as these codes are developed. Experiments have begun on
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Figure 11. HHFW heating of electrons for (a) helium L-mode, (b) deuterium L-mode and (c) neutral beam driven H-mode deuterium
discharges in NSTX (180◦ antenna phasing kφ = 14–18 m−1, Bt = 0.55 T, and Ip = 0.65 MA for (a) and (b) and Ip = 1 MA for (c)).

NSTX to optimize HHFW core heating of neutral beam driven
H-mode deuterium plasmas. Again with a well-conditioned
wall, significant core electron heating, as evidenced by an
increase ∼0.7 keV in Te(0) and a factor of ∼2 in central
electron pressure shown in figure 11(c), has been observed for
1 MA, 0.55 T operation for an antenna phase of 180◦ (k‖ = '±14
and 18 m−1). This result contrasts strongly with the total lack
of heating found earlier at Bt = 0.45 T [41], and is useful for
the study of electron transport in the NSTX core plasma.

5.2. Electron Bernstein wave (EBW) coupling studies

Significant increases in thermal EBW emission were observed
with an EBW radiometer diagnostic [42] during NSTX
H-mode discharges conditioned with evaporated lithium [43].
With the injection of lithium, the conversion efficiency of
fundamental frequency EBW blackbody radiation at 18 GHz,
emitted from near the core of NSTX H-mode plasmas and
mode-converted to electromagnetic waves in the plasma edge,
increased from 10% to 55–70%. Correspondingly, the second
harmonic EBW transmission from near the plasma core
increased from 20% to 50% with the addition of lithium
plasma conditioning. Figure 12(a) shows the central electron
temperature Te(0) time evolution for two Ip = 0.8 MA,
H-mode plasmas, one without lithium evaporation (shot
124284, solid black line) and the other with 19 mg min−1

of lithium evaporation, after 286 mg of lithium had already
been evaporated into the NSTX vacuum vessel (shot 124309,
dashed red line). Both shots had L- to H-mode transitions at
0.14 s (indicated by the vertical dashed line in figure 12). The
discharge without lithium conditioning exhibits a collapse of
EBW Trad from 300 eV immediately before the L- to H-mode
transition to about 50–100 eV during the H-mode phase. In
contrast, the plasma with lithium conditioning has a large rise
in EBW Trad after the L- to H-mode transition, initially to
400 eV and then to 500–600 eV later in the H-mode phase.
Figure 12(c) shows the EBW transmission efficiency from
the plasma core to the EBW radiometer antenna following

mode conversion in the plasma SOL. The EBW transmission
efficiency is less than 10% during the H-mode phase for the
plasma without lithium conditioning but is 50–70% throughout
the H-mode phase of the plasma with lithium conditioning.
These EBW emission measurements have been compared
with results from an EBW emission simulation code [44]
that includes the magnetic plasma equilibrium and Te and ne

profiles from laser Thomson scattering. The dramatic increase
in EBW transmission efficiency with the addition of lithium
evaporation during NSTX H-mode plasmas is consistent with
a large decrease in EBW collisional damping prior to mode
conversion in the SOL.

6. Fast particle physics

While a single toroidal Alfvén eigenmode (TAE) is not
expected to cause substantial fast ion transport in ITER,
multiple modes, particularly if they strongly interact,
becoming non-linear as in an ‘avalanche event’ [45], can
affect ignition thresholds, redistribute beam driven currents
and damage plasma facing components (PFCs) on ITER.
NSTX is an excellent device for studying these modes because
of its high vfast/vAlfvén. The TAE avalanche threshold has
been measured on NSTX and the concomitant fast ion losses
are studied with measurements of internal mode structure,
amplitude and frequency evolution and measurements of the
fast ion distribution [46, 47]. Fast ion transport is studied
with multi-channel neutral particle analyzer (NPA) diagnostics
and fast neutron rate monitors. Of particular interest is that
the NPA shows that redistribution extends down to energies
at least as low as 30 keV, less than half the full energy of
injection. Loss of fast ions is indicated by drops of ∼10%
in the neutron rate at each avalanche event as shown in
figure 13. There are no other MHD events coincident with
the neutron drops. The plasma equilibrium is reconstructed
during the avalanching period using the equilibrium code,
LRDFIT, which uses motional Stark effect (MSE) data to
constrain the current profile. The NOVA code was used to find
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Figure 12. (a) Plasma current and central electron temperature
evolution for two H-mode plasmas, one without lithium
conditioning (black solid line) and one with lithium conditioning
(red dashed line). (b) Time evolution of EBW radiation temperature
for fundamental emission from the plasma core at 18 GHz for the
two plasmas in figure 1(a). (c) EBW transmission efficiency from
the core to the EBW radiometer antenna.

eigenmode solutions for the four dominant TAE modes seen
in the avalanche at 0.285 s shown in figure 13. The NOVA
eigenmode structures, scaled in amplitude and frequency
evolution to experimental measurements, are used to model
fast ion transport with ORBIT [48, 49]. Good agreement is
found for the fast ion losses at avalanche events.

7. Solenoid-free startup

Elimination of the central solenoid would be helpful for the
ST concept. Solenoid-free plasma startup is also relevant to
steady-state tokamak operation, as this large component that is
located in a high radiation environment is needed only during
the initial discharge initiation and current ramp-up phases.

Coaxial helicity injection (CHI) is a candidate both for
plasma startup in the ST and for edge current drive during
the sustained phase [50]. The method, which is referred to as
transient CHI first demonstrated on the HIT-II experiment [51],
has now been successfully used in NSTX for plasma startup
and coupling to induction [52]. CHI is implemented by driving

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. (a) Detailed spectrogram of single avalanche cycle.
Colours indicate toroidal mode numbers (black 1, red 2, green 3,
blue 4, magenta 6) and (b) neutron rate showing drop at avalanche.

current along externally produced field lines that connect the
lower divertor plates in the presence of toroidal and poloidal
magnetic fields. NSTX uses the lower divertor plates as the
injector. The initial injector poloidal field is produced using
the lower divertor coils. This field connects the lower inner
and outer divertor plates. Gas is injected in a region below
the divertor plates and a capacitor bank is discharged across
the lower divertor plates. Currents then flow along the poloidal
field lines connecting the lower divertor plates. As the injected
current exceeds a threshold value, the J × B force exceeds
the restraining force from the injector field lines, causing
the injected field to pull into the vessel as shown in [52].
Reconnection then occurs near the injector, producing a closed
flux equilibrium in the vessel.

NSTX has demonstrated coupling of the CHI produced
current to conventional inductive operation. In figure 14, we
show traces for the injector current, the plasma current and the
applied inductive loop voltage for a CHI-started discharge that
was coupled to induction. In this discharge 1.5 kA of injector
current produces about 100 kA of toroidal current. The current
multiplication, defined as the ratio of the toroidal current to the
injector current, peaks near 70. The highest amount of closed
flux current produced in NSTX CHI discharges is 160 kA,
which is a world record for non-inductive closed flux current
generated during formation in a ST or tokamak. During the
decay phase of this current induction is applied from the central
solenoid. The plasma current then ramps up reaching a peak
value of 700 kA, and the plasma to heats up to over 600 eV.
Similar discharges in NSTX have transitioned into H-modes
as described in [52].

8. Advanced scenarios and control

The achievement of high plasma elongation is critical to the
success of the spherical torus concept, since the bootstrap
fraction increases as the square of the plasma elongation for
fixed normalized βN ≡ βtaBt/Ip, where Ip is the plasma
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Figure 14. Shown is a discharge (128401) in which a CHI-started
discharge is coupled to induction. Note that approximately 2 kA of
CHI injector current produces about 100 kA of CHI produced
plasma current. Application of an inductive loop voltage causes the
current to ramp up to 700 kA. Application of NBI power increases
the current ramp-rate.

current, Bt is the vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the plasma
geometric centre, a is the plasma minor radius and βt is the
toroidal β defined as the βt = 〈P 〉/(B2

t /2µ0), where 〈P 〉 is
the pressure averaged over the plasma volume. Achieving high
bootstrap current is crucial to being able to maintain a spherical
torus plasma.

The primary motivation for discharge development on
NSTX is the simulation of operational scenarios on proposed
future ST devices such as NHTX [53] and ST-CTF [3]. It is
proposed that these devices operate at very high elongation
κ ∼ 2.7 and with somewhat higher aspect ratio (∼1.8) than
typical on NSTX (A ∼ 1.3). In 2008, discharges were
developed in NSTX that investigate this regime of operation,
achieving κ ∼ 2.7 at βN ∼ 5.5 for 0.5 s ∼ 2τCR. Figure 15
shows the equilibrium cross-section for such a discharge.
These discharges achieved high non-inductive current fractions
fNI ∼ 65% and fbs ∼ 50%, matching the previous best values
on NSTX but for longer pulse. The end of these high elongation
discharges is now determined by the heating limits of the TF
coil on NSTX.

Another important distinction between NSTX and future
STs is collisionality. NSTX, because of its modest size and low
field relative to these future devices, typically runs with 0.1 �
ν∗

e � 1 over most of the plasma cross-section, much higher
than the values anticipated by devices such as NHTX and/or
ST-CTF. The higher collisionality on NSTX substantially
reduces the non-inductive current fraction. Using a scenario
that had a lower collisionality and simultaneously achieved a
record value of βp, NSTX has been able to demonstrate that
beam driven current scales according to classical predictions
and that NSTX can support simultaneous higher beam driven
current and high bootstrap fraction. The discharge in question
used both lithium evaporation and transient techniques to

Figure 15. Reconstruction of a typical high κ ∼ 2.8, high βp ∼ 1.8
equilibrium.

reduce the collisionality and thereby increase the beam driven
current fraction to fNBI ∼ 20%, roughly double that of the
discharge shown in figure 15. The shot also achieved an NSTX
record non-inductive current fraction of fNI ∼ 71%. Whereas
this shot used transient techniques to achieve this higher value
of fNI, it represents an important demonstration of the physics
required to move towards the goal of fNI ∼ 100%.

As mentioned in section 4, non-axisymmetric n = 3 EF
control and n = 1 RFA suppression have been recently used
as a standard operational tool to improve plasma discharge
performance. This new capability was responsible for a
dramatic increase in the reliability of long pulse operation,
extending both the plasma duration and the peak pulse averaged
βN achievable in a plasma discharge. Shown in figure 16
are the average βN (averaged over the plasma current flat-
top) plotted versus the length of the flat-top, spanning the
entire NSTX database for 2008. Black points represent
discharges that did not have error field + RFA control, red
points are plasmas that did have RFA control. The separation
between the data points indicates the importance of controlling
EFs at high plasma β. Whereas it is believed that lithium
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Figure 16. Comparison of βN averaged over the plasma current
flat-top plotted versus the plasma current flat-top for shots with (red)
and without (black) n = 3 EF correction + n = 1 RFA suppression.

conditioning was also important in achieving this improved
performance, statistical analysis similar to that performed in
figure 16 did not show a similar separation in terms of βN

and pulse length between shots with lithium and those without
lithium conditioning. This new non-axisymmetric field control
capability has contributed to the longest plasma pulse ever
created on a spherical tokamak device. The plasma discharge
lasted for 1.8 s, with a plasma current flat-top of 1.6 s, limited
only by heating constraints on the TF coil.

9. Research in direct support of ITER

9.1. The effect of 3D fields on ELM stability

Motivated by the need for additional information for ITER
on the physics of 3D applied fields for ELM stabilization,
experiments to modify edge stability and affect ELMs have
been conducted in NSTX. The external non-axisymmetric
coil set on NSTX mimics the ITER external coil set in both
spectrum and normalized distance from the plasma, so NSTX
has an optimal coil configuration with which to perform these
important experiments to clarify this issue for ITER. Here the
external coil set was used to apply n = 2, n = 3 and n = 2 + 3
fields to ELMy discharges. Whereas the signature of the
ELMs on several diagnostics was indeed modified, mitigation
of ELMs (i.e. reduction in ELM size) was not observed.

On the other hand, the application of n = 3 fields was
observed to destabilize type I ELMs in ELM-free phases of
discharges. This destabilization was observed to require a
threshold perturbation strength, with stronger perturbations
resulting in a higher ELM frequency. Substantial changes
to the toroidal rotation profile were observed, qualitatively
consistent with NTV non-resonant magnetic braking [14].

Short pulses of n = 3 fields were added to ELM-
free H-mode discharges, produced by lithium wall coating,
to controllably trigger ELMs and thereby reduce both the
plasma density and the secular increase in the radiated power
which usually occurs when ELMs are suppressed. Figure 17
compares the reference ELM-free discharge (black) with one
to which short n = 3 perturbations were added (panel (c)).
Note that the discharge with n = 3 field maintains high plasma
stored energy for the entire discharge (panel (a)), has reduced

Figure 17. Comparison of an ELM-free discharge (black) with one
to which n = 3 fields were added: (a) plasma stored energy for the
entire discharge, (b) n = 3 current, (c) divertor Dα emission and
(d) radiated power.

line-average density (panel (b)), shows signatures of the ELMs
on divertor Dα emission (panel (c)) and reduces the plasma
radiated power (panel (d)). The triggered ELMs exhausted a
substantial fraction of core stored energy (δW/Wtot < 25%),
but the average ELM size did decrease with elongation,
suggesting a possible route for optimization. In addition,
the n = 3 fields were 50–80% successful in triggering
ELMs, depending on the discharge characteristics. The
largest ELMs were typically observed after one of the pulses
in the train failed to trigger an ELM. This suggests that
further reduction in average ELM size would be obtained by
improving the triggering efficiency. Finally the maximum
triggering frequency is limited by the field penetration times;
internal coils should greatly increase the maximum triggering
frequency, leading to the prospect of smaller average ELM size.

9.2. Vertical stability studies for ITER

Experiments in NSTX have shown that a typical, highly
robust double null plasma target has a measured maximum
controllable vertical displacement �Zmax ∼ 0.15–0.24 m,
corresponding to �Za ∼ 23–37% . Data from a scan of drift
distances show that upward and downward-directed drifts have
approximately the same maximum controllable displacement.
The maximum displacement calculated for this equilibrium
and control configuration using a TokSys [54] model developed
in a collaboration between DIII-D and NSTX is found to be
∼0.40 m, or �Za ∼ 60%. The magnitude of this discrepancy
is far greater than any observed sources of noise, and so is
unlikely to be explained by such effects. A likely contributor
to the discrepancy is inaccuracy in modelling the complex
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non-axisymmetric passive structures of NSTX. Understanding
the effect of complex non-axisymmetric conducting structures
could be an important effect for determining vertical stability
on ITER. Non-linear effects due to the large perturbation
amplitudes on NSTX may also be important.

10. Summary

Substantial progress has been made towards achieving
the primary mission of NSTX, which is to understand
and utilize the advantages of the ST configuration by
establishing attractive ST steady-state operating scenarios and
configurations at high β. NSTX has also clarified some
outstanding issues, such as the cause of electron transport, and
the effect of plasma rotation on confinement and macroscopic
stability, which are generic to toroidal fusion science, and has
contributed to ITER both directly, via the ITER Design Review
process, and through increased physics understanding. These
advances have reinforced the case for an ST as a first-wall
research device and as a potential fusion neutron producing
facility, as well as for a potential reactor.

Turbulent density fluctuations have been observed in
NSTX plasmas in the range of wave numbers k⊥ρe = 0.1–0.4.
The large values of k⊥ρi, propagation in the electron drift
direction, and a strong correlation with R/LTe exclude the ITG
mode as the source of turbulence. Experimental observations
and an agreement with numerical results from the linear gyro-
kinetic GS2 code support the conjecture that the observed
turbulence is driven by the ETG. Flow shear has been shown
to effect the ion confinement in the edge of NSTX plasmas
in a manner consistent with E × B reduction of ITG mode
induced transport. Momentum transport has been measured
and shown to be above that predicted by neoclassical theory, but
consistent with the existence of residual ion-scale turbulence.
Lithium evaporation has been used to coat the NSTX wall
and has been an effective tool in increasing electron energy
confinement, and suppressing ELMs, a key issue for ITER.
The success of this coating technique has led NSTX to pursue
a Liquid Lithium Divertor [55] as part of its near term research
plan. The scaling of SOL fluxes has been measured on NSTX,
an extremely important issue for future ST devices, such as
the proposed NHTX [53]. Gas puffing experiments have
successfully reduced the heat flux to the NSTX divertor plates,
which can reach values of 10 MW m−2 similar to ITER. n = 3
EF correction has been combined with n = 1 RFA suppression,
improving plasma performance measurably on NSTX. Flow
shear has been shown to be an important effect in the
appearance and growth of NTMs, clearly distinguished from
the effect of rotation alone. The physics which determines
the coupling of HHFW power through the SOL has been
understood to be dominated by surface wave physics. This
knowledge has been used to improve the efficacy and reliability
on HHFW heating, and should be very helpful to successful RF
heating experiments on ITER. The physics of EBW coupling
has been understood and has been shown to be dominated
by collisional damping at the mode conversion layer. It is
important to note that lithium evaporation has been a crucial
tool for making progress on the understanding of both of these
important wave physics phenomena. Multi-mode fast particle
MHD has been observed and identified as TAE avalanches on

NSTX, which operates in the super Alfvénic regime. These
avalanches have been modelled and the resultant loss of fast
particles understood quantitatively. The ability to predict the
physics of multi-mode Alfvén waves is crucial to ITER and all
future burning plasmas experiments. NSTX has demonstrated
the ability to couple traditional inductive current ramp to CHI
current initiation and shown that plasma performance is similar
to that without CHI. Even more important to the ST concept
is the ability to maintain the plasma current in steady state.
NSTX has demonstrated (1) the ability to operate with βt and
fbs meeting the requirements of ST-CTF and NHTX using
equilibria that match the requirements (κ ∼ 2.8, A ∼ 1.6–1.8).
NSTX has also demonstrated a new record non-inductive
current fraction with the increase coming from improved,
neutral beam current drive efficiency. This improved efficiency
is a result of operating at lower ν∗, motivating further
research in this regime. Finally, NSTX has made important
contributions to the ITER design review process in the areas
of ELM stabilization using non-axisymmetric fields and in
understanding vertical stability.

The substantial scientific productivity of NSTX is a
testament to the importance of investigating physics in new
regimes. By operating at low aspect ratio, new physics regimes
are investigated and theories are tested and extended, which
helps to clarify physics that is important not just to NSTX and
low aspect ratio devices but to general toroidal fusion science.
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